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Colin Wallis, Executive Director, Kantara Initiative:
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+44 7490 266 778
Kantara builds things, operates programmes

- **Trust Framework provider of identity assurance**
  Trusted accreditation, approval and certification programs

- **Consent Receipt specification** GDPR-compliant

- **UMA Secure delegated authorization**
  User Managed Access OAuth profile

- **Digital Identity Professionals Association**
  Body of knowledge, education, advocacy, standards, certification

- **Smart Contracts on the Blockchain:** immutable “trusted” distributed ledger for ‘smart contracts’

- **Privacy & Identity Incubator:** Up to US$1M funding. Internationals welcome
Kantara is a membership organisation
Kantara’s liaisons (relevant to today’s panel)

PERSONAL DATA ECOSYSTEM CONSORTIUM

New European liaison to be announced at ISSE later this week
Identity assurance, Personal data.
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